CSP UX FOR
CONNECTED CAR

1st edition
Professional Continuing Study Programme

Technical file
Credits: 15
Language: English
Duration:
From January 18th 2021 to April 28th 2021
Timetable:
Face-to-face teaching in classroom Monday and
Wednesday from 6.30pm to 10.40pm
The course follows a hybrid format with face-toface classes in our facilities that are combined with
distance content (online) without depending on a
class attendance schedule throughout the week.
The enrolment will be active from January 1st 2021,
until the official submission of the student’s records,
which will be executed on December 31st 2021.
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The educational planning of all IED Master courses is based
on the criteria set by the European Higher Education Area
(EHEA). IED Master employs a system of credits that follows
the structure of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation
System (ECTS). IED issues its own exclusively private Master’s
degrees. Courses in English require an intermediate level,
corresponding to TOEFL or IELTS 6.5.Please bear in mind that:
Some sessions may take place outside these hours in the
case of making up for missed classes or extra activities.
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User Experience (UX) Design is aimed at
identifying the emotions and sensations
that a person feels when interacting
with the core system of a vehicle and
prioritising these to the features and
functionalities of a product or service.
Automotive design implies a holistic approach to
user experience in which sociology, anthropology
and even philosophy need to be considered
in order to present innovative solutions. Set
against a backdrop of redefining mobility –
with, for example, autonomous and electric
vehicles or shared mobility services– the basis
of any user experience proposal can be both
the interior of the means of transport and the
systemic design for public and private mobility.
The CSP in UX for Connected Car considers
a scenario in which vehicle, city and user are
naturally connected through new technologies.
UX Design is approached as a way of providing
solutions that can facilitate user-vehicleenvironment interaction in order to unite digital,
physical and services while always taking into
account social and environmental factors.
The strategic design of user-based experience
is the key to making the leap from the
novelty of new mobility models to a transport
template that can become a necessity.
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Introduction
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Learning
Outcomes
By the end of the course, students should be able
to complete the necessary processes to understand
and interpret user needs when it comes to mobility,
create design proposals that maximise the user
experience, create prototypes of these and test them.

General course
Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
-

To apply UX criteria over the course of
an automotive design project.

-

To integrate UX into the development process
of new products and services related to various
technological application fields and, specifically,
to the automotive and mobility field.

-

To apply specific tools to create prototypes and
assess design proposals focused towards project
analysis, conceptualisation and management.

-

To understand how the concepts of interaction design
or interface design are related to user experience.

-

To design with a critical capacity based
on multidisciplinary research.

-

To take into account the ethical, social, environmental
and economic impact of proposals.

-

To identify current and future needs of the various
agents involved as users, customers, and suppliers to
define specifications for new products and services.
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-

They are able to carry out tasks such as:

-

User research process

-

Creation of “user people”

-

Data analysis

-

Obtain insights
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Target
Audience
Given the features of UX, the course is initially aimed
at and open to professionals from various disciplines:

After completing the course and depending on the
initial profile, students can join teams developing
products and services related to the connected car, as
well as other initiatives linked to the study of users.

Professionals from the transport or automotive sector
interested in expanding their knowledge of UX.
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Career Outlook

Designers and professionals interested in developing
skills in the creation of UX and in the world of transport.

Teaching
Programme
Content
UX FUNDAMENTALS
State of the art, professional context,
organizational models, different disciplines
involved in the process, as well as
different profesiional profiles.
RESEARCH
Phases of the research process, methodologies
and techniques (qualitative, quantitative),
analysis, data interpretation, hypothesis
generation, information modeling.
Trends: collecting signs, patterns, tribes. Sign
translation. Macro trends and micro trends.
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UX FOR CONNECTED CAR
Automotive regulations.
Specific function and tools used by the
UXDesigner in an automotive company.
How the UX designer interacts with other
designers and departments; what solutions
does she provide today and what could
it provide in this sector in the future.
FINAL PROJECT
The personal Final Project is the thread that guides
the course content, it is elaborated throughout the
entire course in order to explore and strengthen
what has been studied in the subjects.

UX MANAGEMENT
UX team leadership and development, project
management, teamwork and communication.
Agile, lean, scrum methodologies.
DESIGN
Strategic design, methodologies, processes
and tools: exploration and conceptualization,
prototyping, implementation, launch, monitoring,
metrics and validation of the process.
COMMUNICATION
Information architecture, audience
analysis, visualization.

Please bear in mind that the management board of the
Istituto Europeo di Design reserves the right to change
the curriculum in accordance with any requirements
that may arise as regards its educational objectives.
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#6 IEDmaster
Barcelona

IED Master is IED Barcelona’s school of
continuous training focused on professionalisation,
specialisation and updating in all aspects
of design, together with the historical
and cultural heritage of Italian design.
Our strategy for the future is in tune with
macro trends at a social, environmental and
economic level, as well as the changes to
which society and our environments will
have to adapt over the next 30 years.

The course is organized in related and confluent
contents that are developed to achieve the
objectives set. All this with the guiding thread
of the final project elaborated throughout the
entire course in order to explore and strengthen
what has been studied in the subjects.
Throughout the course, sessions are
also held in visits, workshops, round
tables or conference format.

With the collaboration of
Everis Living Lab Barcelona

We believe that we can provide answers
and solutions by training professionals
who can confront these changes by being
promoters and creators of innovation
thanks to culture and design tools.
We view IED Master as a laboratory for research,
experimentation, innovation and entrepreneurship
in which students take responsibility for their
training paths and choose how to build these
with the support and tutoring of experts.
IED Barcelona continues to keep a watchful
eye on changes in society and the demands of
the professional world. This is why we adopt
a hybrid academic model with face-to-face
classes that are combined with distance learning
content. This model allows for more flexible
follow-up of content and facilitates learning.
Face-to-face classes at IED branches connect
students with their surroundings, with a
physical and palpable reality that helps them to
experiment in workshops, create prototypes
and socialise. In the distance content, students
work remotely with challenges and exercises
that can enhance learning, promote critical
analysis and accelerate the acquisition of
knowledge in those areas or subjects that
are more inclined to be taught online. These
allow students to study without depending on
a class attendance schedule, without losing a
connection with the rest of the group and without
renouncing experimentation or teamwork.
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Specific
course
methodology methodology
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An area specialist
coordinator is available
for advice in each
course and is actively
engaged in designing
its curriculum and
content in collaboration
with IED Barcelona’s
teaching department.
The coordinator also
helps to incorporate
sector-specific teachers
and is responsible for
maintaining relationships
with companies and
institutions within
the knowledge field
of the course.

Coordinator
Florencia García Ratto
Strategic and innovative designer specialized in UX,
innovation and sustainability. With a background in
industrial design which, added to her curiosity, makes her
go beyond the product, devising experiences and services.

Teaching Staff

The teaching staff comprises sector
professionals from various leading fields.
Giuseppe Busalacchi
Architect. Master in Trasnportation Design. C&T and
HMI Team Leader at Ruecker Lypsa, EDAG Group
Jordi Planas
Designer of interactive experiences combining technology
and creativity, digital art and advertising. He is founder
of the interactive installation company Vimod Studio.
Manuela Procopio
Trend analyst, researcher and a facilitator in Service Design
processes. She is co-founder of WePush, an initiative
that connects Barcelona, London and Bogotá focused
on applying trends as drivers of innovation strategies.
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IED Master
academic offer

Masters
60 credits

Top quality courses to
specialise in a certain field
of design, communication or
management. Students gain the
know-how, tools and skills to
provide professional solutions.

At IED Master, a whole range
of courses are taught to cover
all kinds of training needs:
Masters, Postgraduate Courses
and Continuing Study Programs.
Courses are organised in
terms, and can last 3, 6, 9 or
12 months. This means that
some courses can be combined
within one academic year,
while others may be divided
depending on how demanding
and specialised they are.

Postgraduates

30 credits

Continuing Study
Programs(CSP)
15 credits
These courses are a
chance for professionals to
update and broaden their
knowledge of design and
creative methodologies.

Summer Courses
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Design
your own
learning
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In July, IED Barcelona offers
students the chance to live an
intensive training experience
thanks to its broad range of
summer courses. Coming
to our Summer School is an
experimental journey through
different courses in which
to learn and have fun in an
international, multicultural
environment. The courses are
divided into different levels
depending on the student’s
profile: Professional, Advanced
and Introductory.
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An opportunity for all kinds
of design professionals to
become better qualified.

The opportunity
To combine
Courses
10

Our Partners
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IED Barcelona has special relationships with
institutions and small, medium and large
companies, which take an active part in projects,
workshops, talks and activities, with the aim
of providing the students with knowledge,
communicating experiences and sharing both
creative and theoretical aspects with them.
All the final thesis are carried out as part of a
collaboration with a company, giving the students
training in their future profession and helping
them develop relationships in the labour market.
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IED barcelona
has
collaborated
with more
than 100
national and
international
companies and
institutions
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STUDENT CENTER
The aim of the Student
Center is to offer a welcome
and consultation service to
students who need this. It pays
particular attention to foreign
students, helping them to adapt
to their new environment.
The department wants to be
a place that helps to improve
and enrich the experience of
being a student at the school
in every way possible
CAREER SERVICES
This section offers students
the possibility of course-related
and extracurricular internships
with companies in their sector.
It also facilitates contacts with
the labour market for students
who have completed their
studies. It enters into direct
contact with companies in
the different sectors: fashion,
design, communications,
management, marketing, etc.
in order to create collaborative
links and offer opportunities
of internships and jobs.
PERSONAL COACHING
Possibility of personal and
confidential assistance by
an expert psychologist.
FACILITIES
Practical work is essential in IED
Barcelona training, so its premises
have basically been divided into
classrooms, workshops and
laboratories adapted to each area.
The school’s facilities include: 26
classrooms, 6 multimedia labs
equipped with PCs and Macs,
4 product, interior and transport
design workshops, 9 fashion
workshops, one printing centre
and one photo and video studio.

IED TOOLS
Exclusive tools for the
IED Community.

School’s students can use
the software included In the
Adobe Creative Suite, without
any additional cost, both in the
school’s computers and their
own laptops. Therefore, all
throughout their years enrolled
in the school, students can enjoy
for free the following applications: Adobe Photoshop®
CC, Adobe lllustrator®
CC, Adobe lnDesign®
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The whole IED Community,
from computers in the
Library, can freely access to
WGSN, the leading online
platform to analyse and
forecast trends in current
lifestyles and consumption.

Vogue Italia
Harper’s Bazaar
Digital records of famous
magazines, including practically
every edition from the very first
issue to the most recent ones.
AII of the content has been
indexed and can be accessed
via the library computers.

All the students can also
download the Microsoft
Office 365 for free. lt
includes the software Word,
Excel and PowerPoint

The whole IED Community,
from computers in the school,
can freely access to Material
Connexion, the world’s leader
database in material innovation.

School’s students can use
Autodesk, world leader
in 3D design software for
entertainment, manufacturing,
engineering, etc. Therefore,
the students can enjoy for free
applications such as AutoCAD,
Maya or 3ds Max, etc.

The whole IED Community has
an unlimited Gmail account.

Emerald, enother
tool currently used
in the most outstanding
universities in the fields of
management, marketing
and communication, is a
worldwide editor that connects
research and practice for the
benefit of society. Students
can access to more than 290
magazines and 2,000 books.
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IED community
services

General entry
requirements
Students must provide the following information:
-

-

Copy of DNI (Spanish students) or
passport (foreign students).
Copy of university degree (bachelor’s,
degree or equivalent).
Letter of motivation in the language
of the Master’s degree course.
CV in the language of the Master’s degree
course specifying language and IT skills.
Language certificate: Courses in English require
an intermediate level, corresponding to TOEFL or
IELTS 6.5. Courses in Spanish require a B2 language
level. If a prospective student has neither of these
certificates, his or her language skills will be assessed
in a face-to-face interview or via a Skype call.
Portfolio for creative Master’s degree courses
and/or admission exercise if required.

Fees
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Enrolment fee:					1.000€
Tuition fee:					2.550€
Total:						3.550€
For information about reductions on the Tuition Fee
amount for Anticipated Enrolment please contact
the Orientation and Admissions Department.
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C/ Biada, 11 · 08012 - Barcelona
T. + 34 93 238 58 89
contact@bcn.ied.es
iedbarcelona.es
Milano
Roma
Torino
Venezia
Firenze
Cagliari
Madrid
Barcelona
São Paulo
Rio de Janeiro
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